
 

SEE WHICH HOTEL WERE CAUGHT NOT CHANGING SHEETS 

 

 

This is a report on hygiene in  some hotels in America. This investigation was led by some reporters 

from The Inside Edition who verified if the bedroom sheets they slept in were changed the day after. 

9 hotels such as La Quinta inns and Suites as well as Mariott triple A) were tested. The reporters used 

some paint which is visible only by using a sensor. After testing the hotels, it can be concluded that 

this was not a mistake but occurences. Many hotels and even prestigious ones can’t be trusted on 

respecting basic hygiene rules. They are cheating and irresponsible because they do not change their 

sheets which can carry bugs or invisible insects which can be harmful for the customers’health. 

This investigation shows an important flaw in hotel services which can destroy their reputation. The 

managers were confused and apologized for the inconveniences. We imagine that they were angry at 

the housemaids ans sanctions can be imposed on  the different chains or levels of authority. 

We know that the housekeepers have a hard and tiresome job to do. However, they must be aware 

that they can ruin the reputation of a whole brand. 

The investigation enhances the serious flaw in the hotel services but it also stresses the important 

role that housekeepers have. 

Their jobs may be not prestigious. They have to endure long hours and have many rooms to clean in 

a short period of time but they play a crucial part in the success of a hotel business. 

 The power of the press 

With reports like the one we saw the media can influence people’s habits and destroy some brands 

reputation. Such publicity can make some hotels lose customers and then (turnover) money. This is 

why the media is called the fourth power. 

 

As a conclusion, it must be noted that  all the services are crucial in  hotel businesses but 

housekeeping is undoubtedly the most important as clients expect hygiene to be a top-priority.   


